The Half Life of Environmental Racism:
Reproductive Justice and Nuclear Technology on Indigenous Lands
by Katherine Gladhart-Hayes
Introduction
Nuclear power occupies a complicated space within narratives regarding climate change.
On the one hand, nuclear waste presents a daunting contamination issue, exemplified by sites
like Hanford in eastern Washington. On the other, nuclear power offers an alternative to fossil
fuels and a way to reduce carbon emissions. In weighing these aspects of nuclear power in the
climate change discussion, it is not enough to consider only the tradeoffs in terms of fossil fuels,
greenhouse gases, and waste storage. The social factors that determine who bears the burden of
nuclear power must be considered in these conversations. During the Cold War, increased
nuclear weapons production was advanced as protection against nuclear apocalypse in a social
climate dominated by fear. While weapons protection may have eased the fears of politicians and
the dominant society, Indigenous communities like the Wanapum and the Navajo Nation faced
the environmental consequences of weapons production. As Sarah Fox puts it in her book
Downwind, “Apocalypse, in the shape of a mushroom cloud, was understood [by the U.S. public]
to be on the doorstep.”1 For many, apocalypse is once again on the doorstep but now in the form
of climate change. While nuclear power presents some potential solutions to energy production
issues, it does not stand apart from the Cold War history or the impact that nuclear technology
has had and continues to have on Indigenous communities. Furthermore, this impact is part of a
long history of harm to Indigenous communities. Because Indigenous communities have been
structurally devalued by the dominant society, they have faced a range of reproductive justice
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and health issues from nuclear waste in or near their communities. This harm exists in the
context of existing experiences of genocide and cultural loss for these communities. All
questions about nuclear technology today whether they pertain to waste storage, weapons, or
energy production exist in this historical context. To advocate for nuclear energy as a climate
change mitigation strategy without considering past and present instances of environmental
racism is to continue the structural violence perpetrated against Indigenous people by a system
that does not adequately recognize their value, humanity, or cultural traditions. This violence
demonstrates failures to achieve reproductive and environmental justice and to address
environmental racism.
Reproductive justice is a concept originally developed by women of color to fully describe
the need for reproductive rights and autonomy. The SisterSong Women of Color Reproductive
Justice Collective defines reproductive justice as: “the human right to maintain personal bodily
autonomy, have children, not have children, and parent the children we have in safe and
sustainable communities.”2 Rosalinda Pineda Ofreneo argues that reproductive justice considers
the intersections of different forms of oppression and “takes an integrated and transformative
approach, taking into consideration the totality of women’s lived experiences […] any […] place
where they expend their creative energies and seek to alter power relations in their favour.”3 The
concepts encompassed by reproductive justice are important because they holistically address the
issues present in questions of reproductive rights. In contrast to mainstream reproductive rights
activism that focuses on legal and medical access, a reproductive justice lens looks holistically at
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the community. Recognizing the importance of a “safe and sustainable communit[y]” connects to
questions of environmental justice.
The Environmental Protection Agency’s 2012 definition of environmental justice
describes “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race, color,
national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation, and enforcement of
environmental laws, regulations, and policies.”4 Based on this definition of environmental
justice, the work of reproductive justice activists, and a review of environmental contamination
on Indigenous lands within the United States, Hoover et al. argue that the definition of
reproductive justice should “include the capacity to raise children in culturally appropriate
ways.”5 Environmental racism is central to the reproductive justice issues caused by nuclear
waste on Indigenous lands. Described by some activists as genocide, environmental racism is
racial discrimination in decision making around environmental regulation as well as racism
within environmental activism.6 This discrimination in environmental regulation is part of
structural racism with laws and policies that reflect racial prejudice. Both issues of reproductive
justice and environmental racism reflect paternalistic assumptions that the dominant society
knows what is best for individuals.
In this essay, I will use the concept of reproductive justice—including arguments regarding
the importance of being able to raise children in culturally appropriate ways—to argue that
nuclear waste on Indigenous lands is a reproductive justice issue. This is the result of systemic
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oppression and exploitation from the United States government and corporations that exists in
the context of prior histories of genocide and forced cultural assimilation. Specifically, the Indian
boarding schools taught specific views of the natural world through landscaping, agriculture, and
language. Instances of forced and coerced sterilization contextualize the medical impacts of
nuclear exposure through a shared impact on the ability to have children. I will begin by
examining these examples of boarding schools and sterilization abuse to contextualize an
analysis of several aspects of nuclear technology: uranium production, plutonium production,
and waste storage. Finally, I will outline the concerns of present day Indigenous activists on
climate change issues and nuclear power as an alternative. I argue that the historical context and
reproductive justice aspect of nuclear technology must be considered in climate change
mitigation. It is not enough to reduce carbon emissions without addressing the cultural paradigm
that justifies the exploitation of land and the oppression of Indigenous peoples. We must
consider the historical context of these issues and listen to the voices of Indigenous
environmental activists and organizations who call for a paradigm shift to address issues of
climate change mitigation.

Reproductive Justice, Cultural Assimilation, and the Indian Boarding Schools
Indian boarding schools are one historical example of reproductive justice issues
impacting Indigenous people. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, the U.S.
government ran boarding schools for Indian children and adolescents. While the schools
themselves and the experiences of individual students varied, the purpose of these schools was to
force Indians to assimilate into the dominant culture. Policy makers, philanthropists, and social
reformers saw themselves as civilized and viewed Indians as uncivilized. They believed that
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civilization evolved naturally and that the imposition of higher levels of civilization was
necessary to save Indians, who they believed could not save themselves.7 Within this framework,
being civilized necessitated
a commitment to the values of individualism, industry, and private property; […] the
acceptance of Christian doctrine and morality, […] the abandonment of loyalty to the
tribal community […] and finally, an acceptance that man’s conquest over nature
constituted one of his noblest accomplishments.8
Boarding schools functioned to assimilate Indian youth into these cultural values, based on the
principle “Kill the Indian in him and save the man.”9 Significantly, these values included
celebrating dominance over the natural world. Rooted in a paternalistic ideology, social
reformers and policy makers saw themselves as acting benevolently—saving Indians from
themselves through forced assimilation into the dominant, white culture’s10 values. Forced
assimilation through the boarding schools represents an issue of reproductive justice because
officials did not respect the importance of children being raised in safe communities with their
own culture’s values.
Schools forced students to alter their outward presentation. One way they did this was by
cutting students’ hair. S.M. McCowan, superintendent of Fort Mohave Boarding School, wrote
to a former student: “I compelled you to have your hair cut off, not because of any objections to
the long hair in itself, but merely because the long hair was a symbol of savagery.”11 Adams
describes the experience of having their hair cut as deeply traumatic for many students. He notes
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that students generally found having their hair cut to be more traumatic than the loss of their
traditional clothing in exchange for a school uniform.12 Nevertheless, Adams writes that students
disliked the lack of individuality with the school uniforms and found them physically
uncomfortable.13 Furthermore, the quality of clothing varied greatly—in part due to differences
in funding and in part due to the fact that student sewing classes produced the uniforms.
Additionally, the clothing school administrators took from students was sometimes of higher
quality than what they received instead. The quality of the uniforms varied greatly. In
Albuquerque in 1893, the school allowed girls to embellish their clothes because the girls
compared their clothes to those fashionable among white girls.14 While this gave the students
greater agency and nicer clothing, the purpose was to support cultural assimilation. At their core,
uniforms, like haircuts, were intended to erase the students’ different tribal cultures. “Many
students,” writes Adams, “must have seen the emphasis on uniform dress for what it was: yet
another aspect of the school’s design to turn Indians into carbon copies of their white
overseers.”15
The boarding school system also sought to change students values, including conceptions
of space and time. For example, boarding schools forced different conceptions of space onto
students with ordered, rectangular spaces. For some students this was particularly in opposition
to their cultural background—e.g. Lakota culture focuses on circular spaces and objects.
Conceptions of space also included placing greater value on order than on natural landscapes and
actively transforming those landscapes to be more ordered.16 This focus on order had parallels to
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the general focus on cultural assimilation: “The lesson in all this was clear: nature existed to
serve man’s ends. In the interest of symmetry and order, the wild must be tamed, just as the
Indian must be civilized.”17 This is an essential aspect of forced assimilation into a cultural
paradigm that sets humans apart from the natural world.
Students also had to follow a schedule of “relentless regimentation”18 that focused on
fostering white values. To this end, schools had extremely militaristic structures, especially off
reservation schools; they organized both boys and girls into units and did marching drills. One
student, Anna Moore Shaw, describes marching as initially difficult but said that once they
learned, it was “impossible” to walk normally.19 The military structure of the school had several
goals, including breaking up tribal groups and thus forcing students to use English as a common
language. On a practical level, the military structure made organization easier. Overall, however,
the essential function of the military structure and drills was to enforce discipline and control and
to alter the students’ values and conceptions of time to match those of white society. The system
emphasized discipline, order, punctuality, politeness, and patriotism.20
Students at boarding schools also had their names changed by school officials. In part, this
reflected an unwillingness to learn to pronounce new names. Additionally, when translated into
English, many Indian names did not seem to make sense as names and reflected different cultural
values. Name changes also served to promote cultural assimilation on a deeper level,
emphasizing individualism and facilitate the transmission of private property. In general, the
Indian Office preferred to use a shortened version of the student’s original name as a last name.
Sometimes they used translations of Indian names as last names, but some Indian names were
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very long, had very nuanced meanings, or seemed strange or even rude when taken out of their
context. Officials sometimes named children based on geographic features or wildlife connected
to their culture. Other times, they selected names randomly or named them after historical
figures. The use of random or historic names later became frowned upon, and school
administrators used more names based on translations of students’ father’s names. These name
changes were both an essential aspect of enforcing the transmission and value of private property
and an assault on traditional, ritualized cultural practices around naming that often honored
elders and relatives.21 As such, whether they chose random names or names that, from the
perspective of the dominant culture, connected to their heritage, the name change was a tool of
forced cultural assimilation.
The food provided to students at boarding schools was another method of cultural
assimilation, and it often had negative impacts on students’ health. Schools fed children food
typical in the dominant white culture and produced by the school’s farm and dairy. At some
schools, students were well fed, but at others, they did not receive enough to eat.22 A former
boarding school employee, Estelle Brown, said that she realized children did not have enough to
eat within a week and that “I did not know that for sixteen years I was to see other children
systematically underfed.” Furthermore, she reflected, “I knew these girls were consistently
overworked, knew that they were always hungry. Simply, they did not get enough to eat. We all
knew it; most of us resented it, were powerless—or too cowardly—to try to do anything about
it.”23 School officials also expected students to eat with regimented table manners and at specific
times of day,24 further enforcing the dominant cultural conceptions of etiquette and time.
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Beyond the health consequences of changing the students’ diets, boarding schools had high
rates of infectious disease. As a result, as Adams writes “death and disease were also aspects of
the boarding school experience.”25 Tuberculosis and trachoma were the most common illnesses.
Exact death rates are unknown as most superintendents only reported deaths that occurred at the
school, and many students died shortly after returning home. Officials frequently dismissed ill
students—this helped to reduce the spread of infectious disease, but it also lowered the reported
death rates for schools.26
The Indian Office attributed the high rates of death and disease to Indian culture. Officials
cited poor hygiene in students’ home communities and superstitious beliefs, including a distrust
of Western medicine, among children and their parents.27 A belief that Indian culture was
responsible for morbidity and mortality rates was not isolated to white officials, and some
Indians, such as Henry Sicade, cited poor sanitation and distrust of Western medicine as
problems as well.28 However, disease spread rapidly through schools, and concerns about
hygiene in students’ home communities could be ironic, as schools did not disinfect items shared
among students, provide a nutritious diet, or provide all children with their own beds.
Furthermore, the strict daily regimen and drills and the emotional pain of being separated from
their families, communities, and cultures weakened students’ immune system responses and
emotional resilience.29
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Boarding schools also contributed to language loss within communities. Language is
closely tied to cultural values. As a result, this loss represents a deeper level of forced
assimilation. Robin Kimmerer writes about learning to understand the values imbedded in her
culture’s language, Potawatomi, as follows: “[t]he powers of assimilation did their work as my
chance of hearing that language, and yours too, was washed from the mouths of Indian children
in government boarding schools where speaking your native tongue was forbidden.”30 She
describes how her language reflects values regarding the natural world. She notes that in
Potawatomi and many other Indigenous languages “we use the same words to address the living
world as we use for our family. Because they are our family.”31 This places a higher value on
other living beings. Furthermore, in Potawatomi, more parts of the world are understood as
living. Kimmerer argues that “[s]aying it makes a living land into ‘natural resources.’”32 In this
way, the words used in English to describe the natural world reflect a value system that places
humans apart from the natural world and allows for exploitation of that world. Kimmerer
challenges the acceptance of human dominance over nature by describing how, in Potawatomi,
“[t]he language reminds us, in every sentence, of our kinship with the nature world.”33 Kimmerer
argues that “[l]earning the grammar of animacy could well be a restraint on our mindless
exploitation of land.”34 In this way, she demonstrates how values that allow the exploitation of
the natural world are embedded in the language we use. These values are the same values of
dominance over the natural world taught in boarding schools.
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Overall, the Indian boarding schools represent a lack of reproductive justice. In terms of
health impacts, many children were underfed, overworked, and faced high rates of infectious
disease. Furthermore, the stated purpose of the schools was to assimilate Indians into the
dominant culture; as a result, the schools separated children from their cultural practices.
Because so many of the cultural values emphasized in the schools pertained to land use, private
property, and privileging humans over the natural world, the impact of the boarding schools have
further implications for environmental justice.

Reproductive Justice and Sterilization Abuse
Sterilization abuse is another historical example of a reproductive justice issue impacting
Indigenous communities and Indigenous women in particular. In the 1960s and 1970s, it was
common for Native American women to be sterilized through forceful, coercive, or otherwise
non-consensual means.35 One woman, then twenty years old and struggling with alcoholism,
consented to a hysterectomy, but she did so with the understanding from Indian Health Services
(IHS) doctors that the procedure was reversible. In another case, two fifteen year-olds were
sterilized while getting appendectomies; their parents were not even informed that the procedure
had been done.36 Another woman—Norma Jean Serena—was asked to consent to a sterilization
procedure after the delivery of her child, while she was still under anesthesia; the form was
witnessed and dated the day after the sterilization occurred. The doctors had told her that she
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“had enough children,” but she was not informed that she had been sterilized and did not know
for a year after it happened.37
Sterilization abuse was largely motivated by racism and colonialism. Because of these
motivations and the impact on women, sterilization abuse represents an intersection of
colonialism and patriarchy.38 As one scholar put it: “Native women threaten colonial structures
through their ability to reproduce the next generation of colonial resistance.”39 A study in 1974
by Doctor Connie Pinkerton-Uri found that IHS sterilization abuse targeted “full-blood Indian
women.”40 An earlier study in 1972 found that physicians were more likely to support
sterilization over birth control for women of color and those on welfare with multiple children.
Eugenic philosophy persisted—unacknowledged—within medical ethics.41 To some extent, these
practices—like the Indian boarding schools—reflected a paternalistic benevolence. PinkertonUri argues that, despite the impact, sterilization abuse did not stem from “any plan to exterminate
American Indians” and came instead from “the warped thinking of doctors who think the
solution to poverty is not to allow people to be born.”42 This paternalism is rooted in racist and
colonial assumptions of the inferiority of Indigenous peoples. While some physicians had
benevolent intentions, sterilization abuse stripped Indigenous women of their autonomy, and
communities experienced these practices as a continuation of histories of genocide.43
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Additionally, economic factors influenced sterilization abuse. In some instances,
physicians viewed sterilization as a beneficial method of fertility control for a low
socioeconomic status population,44 reflecting a paternalistic assumption that Indigenous women
could not make their own reproductive and financial decisions. In other cases, physicians
benefited financially from sterilization abuse. IHS physicians themselves did not have a financial
incentive to sterilize women, but IHS also contracted with private practice physicians. IHS paid
these physicians based on the procedures they performed. As a result, contracted private practice
physicians made more money when performing sterilizations and abortions instead of
prescribing birth control.45 In this way, both paternalistic assumptions about Indigenous women
and financial incentives for physicians played a role in sterilization abuse.
IHS and physicians coerced Native American women through a variety of methods. In
some cases, they lied to women about the procedures or about their own health needs. One
woman received pills that she was told were vitamins but were actually birth control pills.46
Women received forms that did not comply with regulations and did not demonstrate informed
consent. A 1974 U.S. District Court Order required that patients be informed that no government
or healthcare services would be withheld as punishment for withdrawing or withholding
consent.47 In fact, despite the court order, many agreed to sterilization because their physicians
threatened them with a loss of welfare benefits or custody of their children.48 Physicians also
threatened to withhold future healthcare services.49
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In 1970 in the case Dolores Madrigal et al. Plaintiff v. E.J. Quilligan et al. a group of
Chicanas sued the Los Angeles County Medical Hospital for sterilization abuse. The plaintiffs
reported being pressured to consent while sedated and/or in labor and that their husbands were
also pressured to give consent.50 This was not an uncommon experience. Physicians largely
obtained consent from women while they were sedated or in labor.51 Both written and oral
language barriers further impacted women’s ability to consent. Most consent forms were beyond
the patients’ reading level, and IHS did not provided translators to address language barriers.52
Sterilization abuse also reflects assumptions about the dominance of Western medicine.
Many Native American women did not want to use Western birth control for a variety of
reasons. Some, wanted to have more children, in many instances influenced by declining Native
American populations. Others preferred to use traditional birth control practices, including herbal
medicine.53 Emphasizing Western biomedical interventions over traditional practices reflects the
cultural aspect of reproductive justice. Within a different cultural tradition there are different
reproductive options which carry different meanings. Sterilization abuse prevented women from
making reproductive choices in ways consistent with their own cultures.
Forced sterilization tremendously impacted Native American communities. Fear and shame
have silenced many women, making this violence invisible.54 Overall, Native Americans accuse
IHS of sterilizing at least 25% of Native American women between ages fifteen and forty-four
during the 1970s.55 This loss of a generation has had a huge impact on all aspects of Indigenous
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communities.56 Sterilization had political impacts on tribal council and national pan-Indian
organizations based on representation by population size. Some activists believe that sterilization
was an attempt to undermine tribal sovereignty and economic stability in order to steal land.
Many Native Americans are now unwilling to access healthcare out of fear that physicians will
not respect them, their autonomy, or their cultural practices. Sterilization abuse also further
damaged the relationship between Native Americans and the U.S. government.57
Sterilization also had significant interpersonal and cultural impacts which must be
considered from a reproductive justice lens. The loss of a generation has made the continuation
of cultural practices and keeping languages alive more difficult.58 Sterilization also had impacts
on interpersonal relationships between husbands and wives and mothers and children.59
Furthermore, infertility, childlessness, and gender are understood differently in different cultures.
As a result, women suffered unique harms based on the relationship between their culture and
their experience. For example, Pueblo women must have children to participate in certain
religious ceremonies.60 Thus, sterilization abuse also shaped how individual women related to
their cultures and communities. Acting from a paternalistic, Western biomedical framework, IHS
and contracted physicians did not value these cultural practices and relationships.

Mining and Milling: Uranium Production and Reproductive Justice
Occurring in the context of reproductive justice issues including the Indian boarding
schools and sterilization abuse, uranium production for nuclear technology also impacts both
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cultural and biomedical aspects of reproductive justice. Uranium mines have caused ongoing
issues and negative health outcomes for Indigenous communities—particularly in South Dakota
and the Southwestern part of the U.S. On the Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota, the Ogala
Lakota people have faced contamination because of uranium mining and milling. This has
resulted in a range of health issues for their community. The combination of radioactivity and
direct metal toxicity means that uranium had extremely negative impacts and led to increased
rates of kidney disease, cancer, and birth defects. Lakota women have also faced high rates of
miscarriages and reproductive cancers. In New Mexico, the Tewa Pueblo community face
similar issues from mining and weapons testing at the Los Alamos National Laboratory.61
Mining has also had a significant impact on the Navajo Reservation. The Navajo
community has been impacted both by working in the uranium production industry and by living
near uranium mines and mills. This impact is partially the result of active deception as officials
told local residents and uranium miners that the mines were not dangerous to them or their
families.62 While low income white communities have also been negatively impacted by the
prevalence of uranium mines in the area, policies in the industry targeted Indigenous people in
distinct ways. Interviews with miners indicate that they forced Navajo miners to enter the mines
right after blasting, unlike their white counterparts, exposing Navajo miners to greater quantities
of dust in the mines.63 This demonstrates the role of racism in policy producing greater impacts
on Indigenous people.
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Additionally, officials did not provide miners with adequate information about risks or
protective equipment. The specific dangers of uranium mining had already been demonstrated by
uranium mining in Europe in the late 1800s.64 Communication to miners in the Southwest about
dangers was late, limited, and did not account for language barriers.65 Failure to account for
language barriers further demonstrates the lack of concern for the wellbeing of Indigenous
people impacted by the Uranium industry. They did not provide uranium workers with
information or protective gear; this was not merely the result of insufficient knowledge in a
developing discipline but rather the consequence of racism and classism directed at miners and
mill workers. Classism is systemic oppression based on socioeconomic status, including wealth,
occupation, and income level. Both the Navajo miners and their white counterparts came from
poor or working class communities that are devalued by the dominant U.S. society. A 1952 study
from Public Health Services said mill workers should receive personal protect equipment;
interviews with workers reveal they first received personal protective equipment in 1970.66 Thus,
active disregard for the safety of the mill workers had a profound impact on exposure to
contaminants and the overall health of the community. This further impacted the safety of the
Navajo communities for raising children.
Mining operations on the Navajo reservation also disregarded the land rights of the
Indigenous community. Geologist William Chenoweth said that to access uranium on the
reservation, they needed a Navajo individual involved to get the permit, so they would use
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people to get permits with small royalties and displace families from the land.67 Displacing
Indigenous families for profitable weapons production activities is an issue of reproductive
justice because both the displacement from the land and the impact of mining on the land took
“safe and sustainable communities”68 in which to raise children away from Navajo families.
The presence of mines and the resulting waste in their communities also impacted miners
and their families. While working in the mines, miners did not have clean water to drink and
drank water they found in the mines. Not warned of the dangers, miners also brought mine water
back home to their families. Phil Harrison recounts how his six month old brother and many
other young children in the community died after drinking baby formula mixed with mine
water.69 Mining operations left mine tailings near communities. Children played in the mine
tailings, and people used them to construct homes with traditional methods that mixed mud and
dirt to form parts of the home. Individuals living in these homes received three times the U.S.
average annual exposure to radiation.70 The presence of mine tailings in residential communities
violate the principles of reproductive justice in a myriad of ways: unsafe environments for
children to play in, high exposure to people in their own homes, and the cultural impact of
increased exposure through maintaining traditional practices.

Plutonium Production and Reproductive Justice: the Hanford Site
The Hanford Site further illustrates how nuclear waste on Indigenous lands is a
multifaceted reproductive justice issue. At the Hanford Site, the U.S. military produced the
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plutonium for the Trinity Test Site and the bomb dropped on Nagasaki.71 They chose the location
because of low population density, given concern that a potential accident in a more populated
area would draw attention to the project.72 To make space for the site, they forced a range of
communities in the area, including the Wanapum people, to relocate.73 The government even
exhumed burial sites, promising the Wanapum that they would treat their graves with respect.74
The Wanapum’s understanding was that they would be able to return when World War II ended;
that was not the case. Rex Buck, a member of the Wanapum tribe, has described how
displacement has impacted cultural practices, including localized fishing practices.75 The
Wanapum refused to relinquish their fishing rights, and ultimately, after negotiations, Cornel
Matthias allowed them day access, under army supervision, during the fishing season.76 While
the Wanapum did have some success in advocating for their rights, they could not stay overnight
and could only practice this aspect of their culture under military supervision.
Systemic racism (the way that institutions privilege white people and harm people of color)
is evident in the choice of site because the government valued the secrecy of the project and the
wellbeing of wealthier and whiter communities over the safety and culture of the Indigenous
people in that area, including the Wanapum. The fact that the Wanapum were led to believe that
relocation was temporary indicates the lack of concern from the federal government for their
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autonomy and connection to the land. Being blocked from the land and from significant sites
creates a barrier to the transmission of cultural knowledge to the next generation. This is an issue
of reproductive justice as the Wanapum community does not have the ability to raise their
children in “culturally appropriate ways.”77
One reason the Wanapum cannot fully return to the Hanford site is the fact that waste was
not safely stored, permanently impacting the safety of the site. Safety was an ongoing problem
during operation of the site and has continued since the site’s closure in 1990. The government
spends six million dollars per day on waste management at Hanford.78 During the first months of
reprocessing in 1944 “mildly contaminated materials were simply dumped into depressions on
the ground.”79 Before 1970, storage methods at the Hanford Site did not allow for later retrieval,
presenting safety hazards as storage facilities are damaged or corrode. As a result, Hanford
houses “the largest accumulation of nuclear waste in the Western Hemisphere.”80 However,
Hanford’s early waste management followed the standards for dealing with toxic materials set by
other contemporary industries. Hanford officials saw themselves as concerned with
environmental protection, meaning protection of agricultural and fishing industries. Officials also
strove to protect workers and the community. In fact, Hanford was the model for AEC facilities
in waste management.81 Nevertheless, the Hanford Site remains one of the most toxic sites in the
world. This demonstrates the limits of technological protections against waste and highlights that
good intentions do not necessarily lead to positive outcomes. Nuclear waste at Hanford is a
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reproductive justice issue. While the concern for workers and environment and the lack of
precedent for safe waste storage made the Hanford Site different from mining and milling on the
Navajo Reservation, this still represents an issue of reproductive justice. Both displacement and
the presence of waste at the Hanford Site impact the ability of Indigenous communities in the
area to raise their children with cultural practices in a safe and sustainable community.
Not all pollution from nuclear sites is radioactive, and non-radioactive waste also presents
reproductive justice issues. Near the Hanford Site, there are higher rates of polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs) in fish, likely linked to operations at the site.82 Indigenous communities
downstream of Hanford may also experience higher rates of radiation due to consumption of
contaminated fish.83 Different types of contamination from the site still impact the ability of
Indigenous communities to raise children safely and preserve their cultural practices for
subsequent generations. While PCBs associated with the site are non-radioactive waste, they
represent further contamination caused by nuclear technology. This demonstrates the wide range
of ways that nuclear technology can impact reproductive justice.

Nuclear Waste Storage, Conceptions of Nature, and Reproductive Justice
Questions of reproductive justice are also present in conversations about nuclear waste
storage. In 1996, the Indigenous Women’s Network (IWN) in Saskatchewan opposed the
Meadow Lake Tribal Council’s interest in building a nuclear waste repository on tribal land. The
council cited the potential for economic benefits from a repository. In contrast, INW objected to
the negative and irreparable impact of nuclear technology on land and people, describing placing
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the repository on tribal land as an example of environmental racism. Members of IWN cited the
impact on women and culture: “[Adele] Ratt [of IWN] says women have suffered from resource
extraction in the north and therefore deserve a say in future development plans. ‘We have a
strong connection to the Earth, we are the female manifestation of the Earth,’ she says.”84 This
language demonstrates the harm done to Indigenous people by nuclear technology. Ratt
describes how Indigenous women grapple simultaneously with issues of environmental racism
and misogyny and the importance of having their voices heard in these decisions.
In the U.S., many questions about storage have focused on the proposal to create a
national nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain, though the Obama administration
discontinued the project.85 While the project has been discontinued, it remains significant
because of the questions raised regarding the relationship between the federal government and
Native American Nations in the context of ongoing problems of nuclear waste storage. Nuclear
storage sites are disproportionately located in and around marginalized communities whose
agency to oppose the sites is limited by structural oppression. In the specific case of Yucca
Mountain, the Shoshone and Paiute peoples cited environmental justice and nuclear colonialism
as reasons for opposition to the site.86
Enders argues that the conflict between the Shoshone and Paiute peoples and the U.S.
federal government stems from incommensurable differences in values, and the elevation of one
set of values by the dominant culture and legal system. These values are reflected in the ways the
two groups view the land and question of storage. For the Shoshone and Paiute nations, “Yucca
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Mountain and the surrounding land is a unique sacred place steeped in culture, history,
spirituality, sense of place, and struggles for sovereignty.”87 This land has been the home of the
Shoshone and Paiute peoples since time immemorial, and “they argue that the presence of
radioactive waste at a sacred site, whether or not it leaks, would alter the meaning of that site.”88
Noting the change regardless of waste leaking is very important because it highlights the fact that
physical harm done by uncontained radioactive waste is not the only factor to be considered. A
change to the site—regardless of how effective containment is—will have an impact on the
place. The consequences of such an impact speaks to the importance of including cultural
transmission within reproductive justice. While mere technical safety might be enough to address
questions of public health and limiting radiation exposure, the spiritual impact on a historically
marginalized population must be considered as well. Altering the meaning of a sacred site would
fundamentally change the ability of the Shoshone and Paiute peoples to transmit their cultural
knowledge between generations. Thus, regardless of the ability to protect physical health, storing
nuclear waste at a sacred site or on Indigenous lands represents a reproductive justice issue due
to the cultural impact.
In contrast to the Shoshone and Paiute perspective, for the U.S. federal government, Yucca
Mountain does not hold this spiritual significance. For the federal government, Yucca Mountain
“is a geological resource to be used for its utilitarian function” and the consequences for the
Shoshone and Paiute peoples are a “sacrifice made by a small group to benefit the entire
nation.”89 Likewise, Enders argues that the federal government sees the site’s value as
“instrumental […] storing high-level nuclear waste to protect the national interest.”90 This
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utilitarian, technocratic approach to the site looks solely at the potential benefits to the dominant
society rather than viewing the land holistically. Based on these very different perspectives,
Enders argues that both the Shoshone and Paiute nations and the U.S. federal government
approach the issue of storage in general—and the Yucca Mountain site in particular—from
incommensurable value systems. The presence of incommensurable differences in values
emphasizes the importance of including cultural practices in reproductive justice rather than
focusing exclusively on access to biomedical intervention.
Enders further argues that this incommensurability stems from the animist intersubjectivity
perspective of Indigenous worldviews. From the perspective of animist intersubjectivity,
“sensing subjects expand beyond humans to include animals, plants, mountains, and landscapes”
in contrast to “the Western philosophical tradition’s tendency to view sensing, communicating,
and meaning-making as the unique realm of humans.”91 In contrast to this mechanistic view of
the natural world, from the animist perspective, “all beings in the natural world—animals,
plants, mountains—[…] sense and communicate with each other.”92 This understanding of the
natural world is essential to understanding the incommensurability of different values in
addressing questions of waste storage. The Shoshone and Paiute peoples’ animist
intersubjectivity framework recognizes very different consequences from placing a nuclear waste
repository under Yucca Mountain than technocratic perspectives and those placing humanity
apart from the natural world. Boarding schools advanced technocratic views of nature, including
through the impact on language. As a result, their legacy is tied to this debate. From a
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reproductive justice framework, animist intersubjectivity means that this profound cultural and
spiritual impact on the ecosystem must be seen as relevant.

Contemporary Debates About Climate Change
Reproductive and environmental justice continue to impact Indigenous communities and
inform the work of Indigenous environmental activists. Many Indigenous activists are highly
critical of nuclear power as a potential climate change mitigation strategy. Activist Tom
Goldtooth, for example, argues that Indigenous people have
already disproportionately suffered the negative compounding effects of global warming
and a changing climate, including the negative effects of the extractive fossil fuel
industry and its processing systems.93
The experiences of Indigenous people both in the Southwestern U.S. and near the Hanford Site
demonstrate the ways that Indigenous people also disproportionately bear the burden of the
nuclear industry. In 1998 in response to the proposed nuclear storage facility at Yucca Mountain
in Nevada, the Navajo Nation considered legal methods for blocking the transportation of
nuclear waste across their reservation. Anna Rondon of the Southwest Indigenous Uranium
Forum argued that “[w]e already have more than enough radiation exposure with the fallout of
the bomb tests and all of the nuclear accidents that have occurred here in the last 50 years of
uranium mining.” At the time, seventy-five other “native tribes and bands [had] declared
themselves nuclear-free,” indicating widespread resistance to nuclear technology from
Indigenous peoples.94
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Issues of the impact of both climate change and climate change mitigation on Indigenous
people continue currently. In March of 2019, New Mexico passed landmark legislation, the
Energy Transition Act, requiring a shift to 40% renewable energy by 2025, 50% by 2030, and at
least 80% by 2050. These regulations are in line with similar legislation in California and
Hawaii. Currently, New Mexico is the third biggest oil producer in US. In 2018, the state had
record high oil production, increased by forty-two percent from 2017. At the same time, natural
gas production increased by thirteen percent.95 Local news coverage of the issue has cited the
involvement of the Navajo Nation, stating “a new governor who campaigned on requiring
utilities use more renewable energy [sic], the electric companies, environmentalists and the
Navajo Nation were all able to get something they wanted out of the legislation.”96 However,
some members of the Navajo Nation have a different perspective. Jonathan Nez, president of the
Navajo Nation, supports the bill, but many local tribal leaders and activists have serious
criticisms.97 Specifically, many tribal members argue that the legislature did not consult any
“indigenous grassroots representation” and the bill fails to block nuclear power.98
Indigenous people and organizations from the region as well as allies submitted an open
letter to Governor Michelle Lujan Girsham and state legislators titled “No Just Transition
without Indigenous Consultation.”99 In the opening paragraph of the letter, they argue that
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Energy policy decisions directly and disproportionately impact our communities. Our
ancestral lands in the Four Corners region was officially designated a national sacrifice
zone by the Department of Energy under the Nixon administration in 1973. Being from
frontline communities, we bear the biggest impacts to our health and the devastation of
our land, water, air, plants and animals. In an era of climate change we must stand united
for a Just Transition that is inclusive of all Indigenous communities.100
In this argument, Indigenous activists place their experiences of climate change in a historical
context—noting the sacrifice of their communities to weapons and energy production. They
further stress the impact on their lands and health and demand just treatment in climate change
policy. In the letter and in their suggested amendments to the bill, they argue that the bill does
not address the concerns of Indigenous communities. Namely, the bill does not contain language
supporting restoration work, confronting the long-term health impacts of energy production, and
reducing infrastructure inequities. Furthermore, they argue for “support for traditional economic
lifeways” and “consultation with Indigenous communities in all stages of decision-making.”101
They also argue for splitting up the energy company monopolies and for funding to support
renewable energy at schools, chapter houses, and tribal colleges. One important criticism
included in the letter is that the bill does not ban nuclear power.102 Overall, the writers of the
letter state that:
Entities that have benefited from the extraction of natural resources and exploitation of
Indigenous lands and peoples must be held accountable and contribute to the cleanup and
just transition of impacted communities and economies. Based on our analysis of the bill,
we have asked the large environmental groups that support this bill to address the lack of
inclusion of Indigenous people by including our amendments that address our biggest
concerns. Those who should be our strongest allies have dismissed our voices.103
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Here, they express a strong frustration with the ways that their communities and their land have
been exploited, and their voices have not been valued in conversations about addressing
environmental problems.
In contrast to the work of these Indigenous activists, some environmentalists promote the
use of nuclear power as a climate change mitigation strategy. Writing for Yale Environment 360,
Richard Rhodes argues that nuclear power is not given the consideration that it deserves by
drawing on the history of coal. He argues that in the late 1500s opposition of clergymen to coal
as “literally, the Devil’s excrement” slowed the adoption of coal in contrast to increasingly
expensive wood. He acknowledges that their objections were “certainly justified environmentally
[but] further complicated and delayed the timely resolution of an urgent problem in energy
supply.”104 Rhodes’ own defense of nuclear power based on this history shows the potential
short-sightedness of technological solutions. Rhodes acknowledges the environmental
consequences and further argues that coal power produces more radiation than nuclear power.
These environmental impacts justify the opposition to coal that Rhodes attempts to use to
discredit opposition to nuclear power. Rhodes goes on to downplay the dangers of meltdown,
suggesting that Three Mile Island, Chernobyl, and Fukushima were less serious than people
believe. In the case of Chernobyl, he notes that twenty-nine response workers died because of
radiation exposure and downplays the long-term impacts. He states that research from the United
Nations has
identified no long-term health consequences to populations exposed to Chernobyl fallout
except for thyroid cancer in residents of Belarus, Ukraine and western Russia who were
children or adolescents at the time of the accident, who drank milk contaminated with
131iodine, and who were not evacuated.105
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Here, Rhodes downplays the impact of Chernobyl on the health of the community. He minimizes
the impact by presenting the group as inconsequentially small. Rhodes also presents the issue of
nuclear waste storage as irrelevant. He argues that “waste disposal, although a continuing
political problem in the U.S., is not any longer a technological problem.” He goes on to argue
that the WIPP site in Carlsbad, New Mexico “could easily accommodate the entire world’s
nuclear waste for the next thousand years.”106 Ultimately, Rhodes argues that “nuclear deserves
better than the anti-nuclear prejudices and fears that have plagued it. It isn’t the 21st century’s
version of the Devil’s excrement. It’s a valuable, even an irreplaceable, part of the solution of the
greatest energy threat in the history of humankind.” However, while Rhodes downplays the
negative impact of nuclear technology, the experiences of Indigenous people clearly demonstrate
that this type of power has had a profound impact on their community. Furthermore, while the
WIPP site is able to store large amounts of nuclear waste, the perspectives of the Shoshone and
Paiute peoples at Yucca Mountain demonstrate that technical safety is insufficient when
considering storage options. While Rhodes and others argue that nuclear presents a viable
alternative to fossil fuels, many Indigenous activists argue that the only solution is a dramatic
reduction of consumption.
Mainstream environmental activists who oppose nuclear power also dismiss the concerns
of Indigenous peoples. Writing for Popular Mechanics, Avery Thompson endorses the exclusion
of nuclear power from the Green New Deal—but not for the reasons raised by Indigenous
activists. Thompson’s main argument against increasing nuclear power centers around the
difficulty and cost of building new nuclear plants. Comparing the present day to the 1970s and
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1980s, he argues that “Regulations are tighter, communities are less enthusiastic, and
competition from other power sources is higher. Increasingly, nuclear power plants have to
worry about where they store their waste, with disastrous results if they make a mistake.”107
While Thompson does mention community responses and the issue of waste, the majority of the
article focuses on how these questions impact cost and the timeline of construction projects,
rather than on the human and ecological impacts.
Many Indigenous activists call for a paradigm shift towards the use of less energy rather
than shifting energy production to methods such a nuclear power. In a 2009 interview on nuclear
colonialism, Tom Goldtooth expressed concern that Democrats would compromise on issues of
nuclear power in order to pass climate change legislation. He argues that “[w]ith all of us
working and mobilizing together, we can stop this nuclear nonsense and begin building an
energy policy for our future, one that is nuclear-free and carbon-free.”108 Goldtooth’s use of the
word nonsense expresses strong opposition to the idea that nuclear presents a valuable alternative
to fossil fuels. He goes on to argue that
[w]e must reject false solutions to climate change including bio/agro-fuels, carbon trading
and offsetting, nuclear power, large hydro dams and carbon capture and storage. These
are not true solutions, but green washing tactics that promote dangerous business-as-usual
fossil fuel extraction from coal, oil, gas to unconventional fossil fuels such as oil shale
and the tar sands, with governmental plans for building more polluting coal fired power
plants and oil refineries.109
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For Goldtooth, simply altering the sources of energy does not address the bigger issues of
exploitation. These issues of exploitation are closely connected to the experiences of Indigenous
people, as demonstrated by the experiences of those impacted by the Hanford Site and uranium
production in the Southwest. Goldtooth expresses this sentiment when he states:
There is a direct relationship between the denial of Native land and water rights, along
with the appropriation without consent of Native Peoples’ natural resources, of our sacred
areas, and the causes of global climate change today.110
Goldtooth relates issues of exploitation to the values of the dominant U.S. culture. He “believe[s]
this dominant society now has a value system of no respect for the sacredness of the female
creative principles of Mother Earth and the relationship with Father Sky” and he argues that:
They have created neoliberal policies of globalization, liberalization, privatization,
deregulation and denationalization that constantly intensify the violation of our inherent
rights as Indigenous peoples and violating the natural laws of our Mother Earth, of her
biodiversity.111
Goldtooth clearly articulates a connection between the treatment of Indigenous peoples and the
treatment of the land, applying a gender based analysis. Furthermore, the values on which
Goldtooth blames climate change are those that boarding schools sought to impose on Native
American youth. Thus, these issues of values and society’s relationship to the natural world are
deeply embedded in a history of governmental policies emphasizing assimilation and genocide.
Goldtooth describes many supposed solutions to climate change as a “new wave of colonization
and privatization of nature.” He argues that:
The capitalism of nature is a perverse attempt by corporations, extractive industries and
governments to cash in on Creation by privatizing, commodifying, and selling off the
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Sacred and all forms of life in the sky, including the air we breathe, the water we drink
and all the genes, plants, traditional seeds, trees, animals, fish, biological and cultural
diversity, ecosystems and traditional knowledge that make life on Earth possible and
enjoyable.112
Furthermore, Indigenous climate activists see protecting human rights as essential in addressing
climate change because of this history of reproductive justice, including forced assimilation into
the paradigm that created climate change. Goldtooth states:
We had demanded the inclusion of strong language on humans rights and the rights of
Indigenous Peoples in the operative text [of the Paris Agreement] (human rights
including migrant rights). We had demanded the inclusion of indigenous rights, migrant
rights, and the rights of women in the operative text. This would recognize the rights of
the peoples most directly impacted by climate change.113
Goldtooth argues for the importance of centering those who face the greatest impact in the
context of gender, noting that cultural practices and gender roles may mean that climate change
impacting access to water has a greater impact on women in communities; thus, language
specifically protecting women should be included. Similarly, he emphasizes migrant rights
because of the issues of displacement caused by climate change.
Goldtooth and other activists argue that cultural values must be addressed in tackling
these problems. At the second Native Peoples Native Homelands Climate Change Workshop,
participants “agreed the United States and other industrialized countries are too addicted to the
high consumption of energy, a path that cannot be sustained by the Earth.”114 They also noted the
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importance of supporting tribal colleges and language revitalization because of the ecological
knowledge in those languages, as Kimerer describes.

Conclusions
Reproductive justice issues exist across all aspects of the nuclear industry—from mining
and milling to weapons and energy production—and systematically impact Indigenous
communities. The disproportionate impact on Indigenous peoples is not by coincidence but
rather the result of an ongoing history of systemic oppression. The harmful side effects of
nuclear power disproportionately impact people of color, low income communities, and rural
populations because these communities have been structurally devalued and exploited by the
dominant society.115
Indigenous communities are particularly impacted because of relocation to reservations and
the poverty caused by decades of genocide and violence. It is often easier under federal and state
laws to pollute on tribal lands, and the regulations that apply to tribal lands are unjust and lack
consistency.116 The environmental and cultural rights of Indigenous people are not adequately
protected under Federal Indian Law and have not been effectively protected by the courts. As a
result, lack of enforcement, oversight, and consistency of environmental regulations from the
government have made—and continue to make—tribal lands appealing for corporations.117
The U.S. government has not, however, merely been negligent in protecting Indigenous
communities from corporate greed. Rather, the U.S. government deliberately exploited
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Indigenous peoples and left toxic waste in their communities in the name of national security
through all phases of nuclear weapons production. This can be seen at Hanford through the
displacement of the Wanapum and the lack of value placed on the Indigenous communities in
that area demonstrated by the choice of site. On the Navajo reservation, the U.S. government and
corporations exploited Indigenous people’s labor in uranium mines and mills without
communicating known information about health risks.
The violations of the principles of reproductive justice brought on by the atomic era and
nuclear technology are part of a history of genocide and cultural loss for Indigenous people
through forced relocation, forced sterilization, boarding schools, and other methods. These issues
range from biomedical impacts on physical health to impacts on community health and cultural
transmission. Indigenous communities often experience higher rates of exposure to pollutants in
the environment because of close contact with nature as a part of cultural practices.118 Seen from
this framework, the nuclear waste impedes the transmission of cultural knowledge and creates
barriers to people trying to maintain and revive cultural practices. The barriers the Hanford Site
poses for the Wanapum and other Colombia River tribes trying to maintain fishing practices is
one such example. On the Navajo reservation, uranium mining presented a financial opportunity
to youth in a community facing cultural loss and economic hardship,119 but it also brought a
range of reproductive justice issues to the community and led to greater exposure through
traditional building practices.
This connection between nuclear waste and reproductive justice has been addressed by
Indigenous activists. Since the 1970s, the organization Women of All Red Nations, or WARN,
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has suspected links between health issues among Lakota people and the history of uranium
mining.120 In connecting environmental racism, including nuclear waste, and reproductive
justice, Indigenous activists have raised concerns about whether pollutants in their communities
impact the safety of breastmilk and how pollution impacts the reproduction of cultural
knowledge.121
The concerns of Indigenous communities regarding safe breast milk and cultural
transmission connect to multiple aspects of reproductive justice—considering whether people
have the ability and agency to reproduce, whether communities are safe for children, and to what
extent communities can raise children with cultural traditions. The transmission of cultural
knowledge may be impacted by an environment that is no longer safe or an environment that has
changes beyond recognition. Cabrera et al. have noted that environmental degradation has
implications for mental health, particularly in cultures that emphasize a close relationship with
the land.122
Given the ongoing history of reproductive justice issues impacting Indigenous
communities, it is not enough to replace fossil fuels with carbon neutral energy. Sources like
nuclear power have historically disproportionately impacted Indigenous communities in a range
of ways from toxicity to displacement to impacting the ability to transmit cultural knowledge.
Further privatizing and exploiting other natural resources reflects the values that led to creating
climate change. Ultimately, the problem of over consumption cannot be solved through
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consumption. Indigenous people have disproportionately born the burden of nuclear
technology—be it for weapons or energy—while the dominant society has benefited. We as a
society must acknowledge this history and listen to the voices of Indigenous activists who call
for a paradigm shift to address the interconnected issues of environmental and reproductive
justice.
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